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Five Ohio Colleges

Wilkening Instructs

TriiSing
Airs Views on English Lit.

Some 85 Wooster faculty and
students are expected to travel By
to Denison University next SaA new language has invaded
turday, March 8, for the first five
the
Wooster campus Russian.
college conference, titled
(Each syl- Proposals for having a course in
Russian originated last spring,
lable represents a college in the
appeared
again this fall, and
group.)
have at last been realized this
Numerous seminars, discus- semester in Mr. William Wilken-ing'- s
sions, and presentations will be
class which
conincluded in the day-lonmeets sixth hour, Tuesday and
ference. These will include pro- Thursday.
grams in both curricular and
The class was first requested
extracurricular areas. There will mainly by students of science.
be a special evening session.
When the announcement was
"It's going to be exciting," made of a possible class this
says Senate President Dale Bai- semester, approximately 95 perley, who foresees a break from sons indicated their interest in
intercollegiate signing the lists. Such a large
the competitive
relations. "It will give us the op- number had to be limited, of
portunity to get to know what course, so the class was reother people are doing and stricted to upperclassmen who
thinking," he concludes. This will had had previous language
of the training. There are now about
be the first gathering
schools in recent years outside 25 persons enrolled in the
of competitive athletics, debate, course, including both faculty

Special Request

"Admiring
and loving community
towe have decided that we are all
gether." This commentary on American culture which
is so applicable to our Wooster campus was made by
Lionel Trilling. This famous critic and novelist will lecture
in the Chapel Monday night, March 10. He is a professor
non-conformi- ty

non-conformis-

T"

non-cred-

Hancock Directs
Children's Play,
"Puss "n Boots"

it

g

etc.

Wooster coordinator for the
"Diz"
is Marilyn
cheerleader, who
Brown, head
has been working with the Student Senate and the other colleges to arrange the conference.
"I hope Wooster will become enthused enough to go together
she
with the other schools,"
says. She originally expected
about 85 students from Wooster,
and has noticed much interest in
the meeting. Any student is free
conference

to go.

Wooster will send numerous
representatives to the various
interest group meetings. Included, reports "Diz," will be a
demonstration of ecology at the
science meeting by Dennis Barnes and Murray Crozier. The
Madrigals will represent Wooster on the musical scene. Also,
Judy McCormick will present a
scene from the "Chalk Garden."
The evening program will include an address by the President of Ohio University, a short
concert by combos from each of
the five schools, and finally an
informal dance. Wooster coeds
have been permitted two o'clock
late pers for the journey.

Swami Nikhilananda

Swami Explains
The Hindu Faith

i

limited

e

;

How much do you know about
the Hindu faith? If you're a
typical Wooster student, it's a

safe bet that your knowledge

"Puss 'n Boots," the annual
children's play of the Little
Theatre, will be presented March
6, 7, and 8, in Scott Auditorium.
The performance will be at 4:30
p.m. on Thursday, 4 p.m. on Friday, and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Twenty-fivcents is the admis- sion price for both children and
adults. This play is produced
jand directed by Phyllis Hancock
for her senior I.S.
Starring is this adaptation by
Dorothy Jane Goulding of the
fairy tale in which a resourceful
cat wins a kingdom and a prin- cess for her master are Diane!
Dunlap, Puss; AAary Linke, mis- tress of ceremonies; Brad Stod- dard, miller's son; Judy Mc-!

For Woosterites

members and students.
Inflected Language
Russian is a highly inflected
language, having six cases,
whereas German has only four
cases, and English, three. It is
also a phonetic language, which
means that the spelling of the
words indicates their pronunciation. The alphabet is easily
adapted to different sounds, a
quality which has allowed many
Western scientific words to be
incorporated into Russian the
words sound somewhat the
same, but look entirely different.
The Russian alphabet contains
features of the Slavic, Oriental,
Roman, and Greek alphabets.
Students of Russian will have to
learn two new alphabets, however, the script developed from
printing, so the two alphabets
are not very different. Mr. Wilkening expects the difference in
the alphabet of the Russians to
cause no serious problem.
In his classes, Mr. Wilkening
three
be
emphasizing
will
points: practice in writing, grammatical forms, and pronouncia-ticn- .
The course is intended to
be solely an introduction to basic
knowledge of grammar.

Spotlight:

is

very limited.

ion business.
She completed

12 years of
training in English as a graduate of Rustin Academy, where

Cuban educational system
is in practise and where people
from all countries come. Sylvia
expressed her hopes of finishing
in the
her college education
United States. She plans to hold
a job and study at the same
time in order to stay in school.
is unHer future occupation
decided between economics and
the

publicity.
The

educational

the fifth year the pupil must
decide whether to concentrate
on letters or sciences, and he
will continue to specialize in that
field in the university. There is
no such thing as a liberal arts
college in Cuba.
For this reason, Sylvia points
out that many students come to
the United States with false
ideas of the colleges. They are
confronted with the liberal arts
courses, and since they are looking forward to specializing, they
are disappointed.
In

an essay called "The Parable of the Crane," Sylvia tried
to give her ideas on the political
situation of Cuba. She gave the
parable of Batista's crane to illustrate the situation of the
country and "to explain the
drastic measure Batista had taken in getting hold of the government by force and overthrowing
In

system

in

Cuba, as Sylvia explained, differs greatly from that in the
United States. Young
children
start school in grammar school
which is very similar to that in
this country. Following grammar
school, sixth grade consists of
one year of preparation for sec

I

j

There will
of recorded
Union Music
from 2 to 5

;

gram

:

No. 3.
2. Beethoven: Sonata
No. 18 and 23.
3. Rossini: Overtures.

,

i

1

4. Mendelssohn:
"Italian" Symphony

,

i

5. Tchaikovsky:

i

Overture 1812.

'

6. Rachmaninnoff:
Piano Concerto No. 2.
7. Ravel: La Valse.

;

ager for the production.

Chapel next Monday and Tuesday. During his stay he will be
eating in the dormitories with
the students. He will be honored
at two teas at 4:15 p.m. on
Monday and Tuesday. The place
will be announced.

Kuebbler is directing the construction crew, Ann Marsh is in
charge of makeup, Dorothy
is arranging for costumes,
Ruth Griffiths controls the prop
committee, Jill Cogan is head
of business and Barbara Katlos
in charge of ushers.
Third Speaker
Each year the Speech Depart-- :
Swami Nikhilananda has ment sends announcements of
visited our campus before. He this production to elementary
schools throughout Wayne Counis the third of a series of speakers representing different world ty and in view of past records
faiths to appear before the stu- a large crowd is expected to atdent body this year.
tend.
Od-am-

s

!

00 OA

1

Prios government." After return-- j
ing to his farm where he had
left a crane, Batista found that
it hadn't had good care. Trying
to heal it, instead he broke the
other leg on which it could still
stand. "Now the white chest of

.the crane is stained with the
mud and blood of war, her
scarred wings flapping furiously
around in search for security."
Sylvia concludes her paper in
saying, "She will survive it." She
then goes on to say that the
times will be far in the future
and that maybe the two broken
leas will teach a better lesson
than the one.
This fall was not Sylvia's first
trip to the United States, for she
and her family have taken
trips to this country and
Canada. She indicated that her
group in Cuba was acquainted
jwifh the States and liked very
much to travel here.
That Americans are naive,
too precise, and too hurried are
some of the impressions that
Cubans have of the people of
this country.
Chaperones are a requirement
on a date in Cuba except at the
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sev-jer-

al

said, "is the much diminished
place of the study of English literature in our schools and colleges, its having to yield to
American literature, "the humanities," "world literature,"
international modern literature,
etc.
deal with the social and
cultural causes of this tendency
and say what
think its consequences are, for the student,
the scholar, and the poet."
Lionel Trilling has earned his
critic with his wide knowledge
of life as well as literature. In
his first published book, Matthew Arnold, he attempts to
show the thought of this poet
in its complex unity and to relate it to the historical and intellectual events of the times. In
this thesis he refers to the work
of President Lowry.
Psychoanalysis Interest
Because of Trilling's interest
in psychoanalysis he was asked
to give the Freud Anniversary
I

I

Lecture in 1955.
--

,

i

Brandenburg

Concerto

i

Cormick, princess; Doug Burger,
Rama
king; and Bob Drummond, giant.
Center in New York City.
The chorus members are Chris
Day, Arlene Hallburg,
Mary
Spirit of Hinduism
Marilyn Peacock, Trudy
Madden,
He will give an exposition of
Patterson, and Will Murray. Dot
the Hindu faith next Monday Eitel is the pianist.
night at 8:15 in a talk entitled
Faculty advisor for this year's
"The Spirit of Hinduism." The
Children's play is Mr. Schutz
place is to be announced. He while Ted D'Arms is stage manwill explain Hinduism further in
Dave

!

be a program
music in the
Room, Sunday,
p.m. The pro-

is:

1. Bach:

j

a

HAVANA,

ondary education. Bachillerato,
or secondary education, which
lasts five years, comes after sixth
grade. Here all subjects, including math and sciences, are required, and final exams are
given by the government.

of English Literature at Columbia
University. As an outstanding
figure in the literary world Mr.
Trilling is known as a man who
frankly expresses his own views.
Often his critics illuminate a
whole aspect of human life as
well as the work they are discussing.
Lecture Subject
"English Literature and American Education" will be the sub- ject of his lecture. "The matter
deal with," Mr. Trilling has

j

Swami Nikhilananda will be
the one to try to clear up any
misconceptions or lack of conceptions. He is the head of the
Krishna-Vivekananad-

ts

i

by Esther Gordon
Coming to Wooster from Havana, Cuba, Sylvia Vails, a
freshman living at Scot, is here
on scholarship for one year. As
part of her scholarship, she
Spanish conversation
teaches
classes. Sylvia has lived her 18
years in Havana, where her
father is in the poultry importat-

17

Professor-Noveli- st

Meet At Denison U. Course In Russian

"WE-SOBEWOODENAN-

Number

Photo by Chuck Keiper

Sylvia Vails

clubs to which everyone belongs.
This doesn't mean parents, but
may designate
some young
married couple.
in showing the difference between their universities and the
liberal arts colleges, Sylvia said
that in Cuba the pupil gets almost no help from the teacher
and that they are set apart from
the other students since there
are no social or activity clubs.

It is

extraordin-

ary that a literary man be issued
this invitation. His lecture, now
available in book form, was
"Freud and the Crisis in Our
Culture." Literature and psychoanalysis, Trilling points out,
have many similarities. An example is their common dedication to the concept of the self.
The crisis of our culture is "the
deterioration of accurate knowledge of the self and of the right
relations between the self and
the culture." No solution for this
crisis is presented but Trilling
suggests that we look again at
what Frued called "the hard irreducible core of biological urgency, necessity and reason
which culture cannot reach and
which reserves the right .
to judge the culture and resist
and revise it."
Several short stories including
"Of This Time, Of That Place"
and "The Other Margaret" and
.

(Continued

on Page

Four)
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What happened in Chapel last Tuesday? Paul Butler, chairman of the Democratic National Committee, gave a very fine
political speech. Mr. Butler is a professional politician. Partisan
politics is his business. His speech was controversial but no more
dare say, than the talks given by Dr. Laeuchli during the
so,
Week. The only difference is that most of
recent Religion-ln-Lifcontroversey in a political speech whereof
the
us can spot some
as few of us are educated to the point where we can pick out
the controversy in a theological discussion.
Mr. Butler was brought to the campus by the Falk Foundation. The purpose of this foundation is to stimulate thought and
action in the political area. The reaction to the speech speaks for
seen so much discussion about politics on
itself. Never have
this campus. Mr. Butler and the Falk Foundation have fulfilled
their joint purpose.
We should not feel compelled to apologize for this partisan
speech. What we need is more partisanship. The
preaching that is so often heard does not, as a rule, stimulate
thought. It merely breeds complacency and acceptance. Partisan
discussion stimulates thought and forces the individual to weigh
the evidence and make valid judgments.

by
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challenged by such an
audience," remarked Democratic
National Chairman Paul Butler
after his Chapel talk last Tuesday. He has run up against such
unfavorable audiences in other
Politico Butler replaces, too
flected later that his traveling
job allows him to get home to
his wife and family in South
Bend, Indiana, only one day in
every four or five weeks.
"I feel
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middle-of-the-roa-

February 28,

Friday,
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Senate member announced

that he had to depart

Most of us were brought sharply to the realization that we
are woefully ignorant about political history and issues. None
of the prodding and pleading that we have heard so far this year
has had anywhere near the same effect. Mr. Butler's appearance
has served a second and more important purpose.

f

1

r

l

from

the weekly meeting last Monday
at Compton. On being asked for
a reason, he said, "I have to
go to lab."
"What lab meets at nine in
the evening?" queried a doubting Senator.
"Prep for Marriage," admitted the departing one.
Dubious expressions crossed
faces in the room. Rushing to explain, the anxious Senator then
put his foot in his mouth in a
big way: "Everyone in the course
has to do it!"

Finally, we must get it out of our minds that politics is dirty
business. Politics is simply the way we act toward each other
in our every day relationships. Partisan politics, partisan religion,
or partisan anything is important and valuable. The reaction
to partisanship is the best way for the partially matured mind
to grow.
T. M. S.

"I don't know exactly what happened . . . one guy said,
'George needs a haircut,' . . . then about 10 guys grabbed
me and . . . '

Better Minds Mean Better Politics,
Challenges Institute Of Politics

Compulsory Church

by Bob Carter

Dirty Politics

Furthermore,
LUIICyC

3IUUCI1IO

many
uiiiwny

people,

iiiiii,

stood aloof, either because of a
feeling that politics
were
"dirty," or because of a feeling
lhat there was little in the field
to interest them. To the end that
more and better minds might be
attracted to politics, the Falks
established the foundation bearing their name, with the aim of
arousing political interest among
collegians.
political activity
Historically,
has long been apparent on the
Wooster campus, as evidenced
by the long series of mock presidential campaigns held through
the years. Beginning in 1953, the
Institute utilized campus-widappeals, which have sharpened
e

the interest and increased the
scope of participation of Wooster students in politics. This activity was enhanced when the
original three-yea- r
grant was
extended for three more years,
beginning in 1956.
The Institute's activities have
been largely divided into four
groups, as follows: (1) club ac(2)
the bringing of
tivities;
speakers to the campus; (3) special projects for students; and
(4) classwork. Perhaps the best
known of the four groups is that
dealing with club activities. The
clubs have secured speakers
and films for meetings of both
the Young
Republicans and
Young Democrats. For example,
speakers this year have included
Cincinnati Councilman William
Cody Kelly and former Lt. Governor of Ohio John W. Brown.
Financial assistance has been
given representatives
of the
clubs for trips to conventions,
such as Bruce Milne's trip to the
national convention of Young
Democrats in Reno, Nevada, and
Kent Weeks' trip to a Young Republican
Leadership Training
School in Washington, D.C. Further aid has been given the IRC
and Congressional Club for
speakers the Institute considered
compatible with its program.
Campus Speakers
A second phase of the Institute's program has been the
bringing of speakers to the campus. These have included both
partisan
and
speakers. Prominent Republicans
who have visited the campus
non-partisa- n

Continued

on Page Four)

Wooster Voice
Published weekly by the students of the College of Wooster during the school
year. Opinions expressed in editorials and features are those of the students and
should not be construed as representing administration policy.
Member of the Associated Collegiate Press and the Ohio College Newspaper
Entered os second class matter in the Post Office, Wooster, Ohio.
Association.

TOM SCOTT,

Editor-in-Chie-

f

JAY SHERIDAN, Advertising Mgr.
KEN ANTHONY, Business Mgr.
NANCY MrCARTHY, Managing Editor
DAVE DICKASON, Circulation Mgr.
DONNA PI1INIZY, News Editor
FRITSCIII, Copy Editor
VICKI
ART HUMPHRIES, Sports Editor
CHUCK KEIPER, Photo Editor
Pat Alcorn, Stu Awbrey, Sue Baker, Cindy Barrett, Barbara Bigger, Anne
Beth Davis,
Kathy Doob, Mary Dunham,
Ned Clydesdale,
Brown, Bob Carter,
Esther Gordon,
Arlene Hallberg,
Bob Engstrom,
Carol Ewing,
Margi Elliott,
Dave Hartley, Sue Hill, Angene Hopkins, Jim Jackson, P. Livermore, Mary Madden,
Jim Null, Betsey Otto, Sue Reed,
Sam Neal,
Sue Marshall, Boots Meirans,
Sally Wedgwood, Kent Weeks,
Carol Riemer, Ginger Shriver, Libby Wallingford,
Pete Wright, Laurie Zimmer.
STAFF:

Editor s Note: As most of our readers are aware, the Senate has
been making an exhaustive study of the Compulsory Church
Rule. Part of this study consists of a report from a special
committee. The committee has presented its reports, one for the
majority, and one for the minority. Last Monday, the Senate
voted to accept both reports and will continue to study the issue.
Majority Report
The debate over required
church has long been an issue

concerning which it seemed
everyone had some strong opinions. The committee instituted by
the Student Senate to study this
question prepared a program of
Chapel talks, one by the Dean
of the College, explaining the
rule and one by students for and
against the rule, as a means of
informing the college community. Added to these two Chapel
programs were the several iet-- j
ters to the Editor of the VOICE.
One might suspect from this that
given an opportunity to express
their feelings, students would
jump at the chance to let all
know how they felt concerning
required church. It was thought
that the largest number of stu-dents could be reached if questionnaires were distributed in the
dining halls with the understanding that they were to be
returned to the Senate Office.
The interesting fact is that only
153 questionnaires were return-- j
ed over a rather long period of
'time. This represents 13 Derrent
of the student body. Of these
153 returned, 130 answered no
to the question, "Are you in
favor of the present required
church attendance rule?" while
23 were yes answers. It is even
more significant that only 41 of
the no answers explained their
no's when given the opportunity
to do so, while 22 of the 23 yes
answers were explained. Modifications were favored by 123,
while 125 answered that they
felt the rule had no educational
value. The only further significant fact obtained from the
questionnaire is that in answer
to the question, "Does the dishonesty caused by the rule bother you?" 100 answered no while
only 48 answered yes. It would
therefore seem that the idealism
which supposedly inspired some
to be bothered by the rule in the
first instance was not great
enough to cause some consternation over the recognized disi

:

"Better minds for better politics." This, the slogan of the
Institute of Politics, concisely
sums up the aims and ideals of
the Institute.
The Institute was first established on the Wooster campus in
grant
1953, under a three-yea- r
from the Falk Foundation of
Pittsburgh. This foundation was
the culmination of a belief held
by Maurice and Laura Falk, that
the political processes of the nation would be improved by getting college students and graduates into the field. The Falks felt
that too many people were in
politics either because of a love
for politics, or because of the
money, favors, and patronage
that went with politics, rather
than a love of country or any
desire to serve her best interests.
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continued

on

Page Six)

Minority Report
the Student Senate:
With the hope that the date
presented in the accompanying
report will be approached in the
absence of preconceived notions
and with respect for scientific
deliberation,
the following
points are submitted for your
consideration:
1. To whom and to what does
a member of the Student Senate
owe his loyalty? Do you as
elected representatives have a
duty to lead as well as reflect
your constituents?
2. From whence cometh progressive leadership? Is not progress
most always
achieved
through the efforts of an active
minority, even in a democracy?
3. What should a college
expect as a respectable return? How do Wooster
students usually react to group
problems? Have Wooster stu
dents ever reacted as a body
when the issue at stake requires
thought rather
than an immediate emotional
response?
4. Is it possible that the very
nature of our existing compulsory-situation is such that
church
it fosters its own
apathy? Can it be said that
the following are two ways that
systems based on authority perpetuate themselves: people find
comfort in having an authority
to lean on,- people will seek
more promising causes before
they will try to attack a firmly
entrenched power directly?
Viewed in this light, is it possible that we are quite fortunate
to have 153 students spirited
enough to speak up?
5. Did some not fill out the
questionnaire because they disliked the way it was worded?
Is it possible that the following
terms which appeared in the
questionnaire might be considered ambiguous, "loaded," or
To

poll-tak-

time-consumin-

er

g

self-perpetuati-

ng

-

red-herrings-

?:

educational value?

dead issue?
(Continued

on Page Six)

Salesman Moe Cotton was
overwhelmed last week. Working as a salesman in a downtown store during the "dollar
day" sales, he literally wore
himself out. Toward the close of
the first long afternoon behind
the counter, he remarked: "You
should have seen them this
morning. Women came pouring
through the doors and knocked
me against the wall!" From such
avid consumer enthusiasm, one
would hardly think the country
was in a recession.
Do you recognize the name
Bernard Schwartz? He is the
controversial former counsel for
a House subcommittee investigating alleged Federal agency
scandals. On a current events
question on a poly sci quiz, one
student identified him as: The
Champion Under Water Basket
Weaver of Brazil. Which reminds
us of the Old Testament student
last semester who got half credit
for identifying the canon (Biblical variety) as "a aun. such as
used at Ft. Sumter to start the
Civil War."

This note from a Galpin staff
member: "After reading and attempting to take the test for
eighth graders in the February
21
VOICE,
have decided
should start to kindergarten next
fall."
I

I

Sophomore Jim Stewart has
been experimenting with a short
wave radio set over at Andrews
lately. The other night he had
picked up a hymn sing from
South Dakota, and had just decided to try something else when
another wave length broke in
with a Spanish twang: "You
have been listening to the Voice
of the Andes." He has also received messages from as far
cway as Amsterdam.
At the Jackson Day gathering
Democrats were interrupted at
intervals by a braying donkey;
Wednesday at the Young Republican

Lincoln

Day

Dinner

Speaker William Saxbe, Attorney
General of Ohio, was greeted
during his address by a persistent cuckoo clock . . Saxbe included a story about Lincoln's
days as an infantry officer in
the Black Hawk Indian War. In
the middle of a march, Lincoln's
company came to a fence. Momentarily stumped as to what
command to give the troops to
get them across the fence, he
said: "Fall out and fall in again
on the other side."
.
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Social Situation Is

Page Three

VOICE

- -

Vooster Orchestra
Features Mitchell

by Judy Pennock McCullough

writing an article for any
one
suppose
publication,
should have an introduction.
do not so let me
Frankly,
begin by bluntly saying "I don't
think that we have a social
problem at Wooster." Granted
there is always room for improvement, both new and imaginative, but basically the
trouble lies in our belief that
we are all cast from the same
mold, which just is not so.
In

I

I

da nee, don't like Senate movies,
don't want to go to the Union,
don't have time or money to
join girls' social clubs, and most
important of all, are at Wooster
fo r an education from their
books and professors and not
from a Senate box social.
Let me further illustrate by
using as an example the "All
college dances." Committees are
chosen, plans are made, hours
of work put into disguising the
gym, and then, perhaps,
people attend. Then resound
cries such as:
"What is wrong with Wooster?"
"Why no participation?"
"Only one third of the Comp-togirls were invited?"
"Well, the guys in Andrews
were even worse."
"Wooster is out of it socially!"
300-40-

Abnormality?
We have grown up with the
idea that the Smiths must keep
up with the Joneses, while the
Joneses are frantically trying to
keep up with the Browns, and
so we come to Wooster firmly
believing that there is a great

abnormality with anyone who
If one hundis a
red percent of the students didn't
participate in one hundred percent of the social events one
hundred percent of the time, we
feel it necessary to hold panel
discussions, have articles in the
VOICE, and print "secret code
signs" on all of the trees that
will arouse the curiosity of the
students so that better attendance will result.
st.

non-conformi-

0

n

Failing Program
Yet are these
statements
really indicative of a failing
social program?
think not. The
dance met the needs of
students which is fine. Some students prefer not to come and
this is their right. Just because
they would rather not particiWe are just fooling ourselves. pate does not mean failure of
Let's face the fact that some the entire social program. There
students just plain don't like to are many ways to spend leisure
I

300-40-

0

time, one of which is reading a
good book.

M

Pianist Donna Mitchell will be
the soloist with the College of
Wooster Chamber Orchestra this
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Chapel.
The featured work, Mendelssohn's G Minor Piano Concerto,
will be given its first Wooster
performance.

My second point is that for
those who do enjoy participating in social events, there are
far too many. Every girls' club,
section, dorm, and class thinks

that

it must have its own formal
dance every year. This is not to
mention the Senate activities.
Students can't be expected to attend every one of these. They
are too often and too many!
Might not a possible solution be
that class formals (frosh, soph
and junior) be held every other
year alternating with the
formal or the dorm formal.
really enjoy getting dressed up
as do most girls, but not four
times in two or three weekends
which happened once last year.
Perhaps if there were fewer
things to attend, there would be
more anticipation, resulting in
better participation.
inter-clu-

WCW PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Through WWST-F104.5 mc
Week of March 2
MONDAY
8:00-8:3-

8:30-8:5-

WEDNESDAY
8:00-8:1-

k,

Fun to Send

,

I

i

To Be

Pays to Buy Quality

or Not

To Be . .

0

8:30-8:5-

5

p.m.

Mr. W. L. Sharp of the psychology department attended a
sectional meeting of the Ohio
Psychological Association February 21 at the Faculty Club.
The Ohio Psychological Association for several years has
been seeking for better control
over people practising psychology in the clinical and industrial
field. The hope is to have a bill
passed through Ohio legislation
that will make it mandatory for
psychologists to be licensed be
fore they can practice psychol-- j
ogy. Several other states already
have this legislation that Ohio is
seeking. At the present the Ohio
Psychological Association is the
only one that certifies people de-- i
siring to practise psychology.

The Gift Corner
It

8:15-8:3-

Psych Association
Meets On Campus

Contemporary Cards
Public Square

p.m.

Masterw'orks
(George Hover)

only-plac- e

Freedlander's

5

Just for the Record
(Ralph Jennings)
p.m.
Scope (Hans Jenny
and Ron Johnson)

Concerto

Fun to Read

Clarke)
p.m.

Beernick)

(John

Vritten 1831
The concerto which she will
play was written in 1831 and
qiven its first performance in
October of that year with the
composer as soloist. The first
movement begins dramatically
and has a sharp contrasting
second theme. The poetic second
The best places are the inmovement is followed by a fiery
formal ones such as the stag presto, bringing the concerto to
dances, walking around the d brilliant close.
campus, going to the union,
chatting in choir rehearsal (not
Admission is free and the
public is invited.
(Continued on Page Six)

HALLMARK

0

Footlight Favorites

ter although she has had wide
previous experience. The daughter of Rev. and Mrs. Donald E.
Mitchell of Circleville, she has
given recitals in that city as well
as Cincinnati, Columbus,
New York, and Oakland,
California. The student of Daniel
Winter, Donna, who is a sophomore, has studied piano since
she was seven years old.

I

p.m.

Science Behind the Headlines
8:30-8:5- 5
p.m.

First Public Appearance
Donna will be making her
first public appearance in Woos-

Already
can hear the
screams, "But you are already
married and don't understand
the situation!" Let me just say
certainly didn't get to
that
know my husband Tom as a result of organized social functions. They do help but are only
a thin basis for any sort of a
relationship. If you feel the
to get to know a person
is at a section function or an ice
cream social, you have a real
problem.

5

(Tom
8:15-8:3-

b

Rine-bec-

p.m.

Campus Spotlight

addition to this Concerto,
the orchestra under the direction
of Alan Collins will play Haydn's
Farewell Symphony.

I

5

TUESDAY
8:00-8:1-

In

Can Hear Screams

p.m.

Modern Sounds
(Floyd Hastings)

Collins Directs

I

0

Ohio College Network

!

.

at

Michael Leads Discussion
purpose of the Friday
night meeting was to discuss
how the present Ohio legislation
could provide for this. There
were seven other psychologists
from towns near Wooster vyho
attended this meeting. Mr. John
F. Michael led the discussion.
There have been 20 or 30 such
sectional meetings throughout
The

Pizza, Records, and Gus

Springfime
SANDPIPER

Sportswear

by

Plaid and Plain are combined in
Buttonthis skirt and blouse duet.
-down
collar and tab on

Sandler

blouse has plaid
button-dowcollar and tab.
'
completes
sleeve
Cuffed shirt
perfection.
of
this picture
Cotton
n

straight skirt is
executed from Galey & Lord
"Tarpoon" fabric. Two side pocin rear.
kets and side
Belt has double tab.
Bottom:

Thtis

kick-ple-

Jacket

M

National Security
Mr. Lewis Maddocks of the
Department of Political Science
will discuss some Political Aspects of National Security at the
meeting of IRC Wednesday at
7:15 in Lower Babcock. This
continues a series of talks on
begun by Dr. Hans
security
Jenny.
Jenny Notes
Dr. Jenny noted the absolute
devastation which a future war
would cause to the economic
base of our society and the cost
of measures toward security in
a divided world. He felt that the
ultimate answer lies not in security but in the peace of a unified globe. Present economic efforts in this direction would be
greatly helped if the public were
more literate of economic affairs
and were educated to the feasibility and necessity of greater

4

V v"

Taylors

9

vO

North Side Public Square
WOOSTER, OHIO

$9.95
!

j

I

at

Blouse 3.95

Skirt

Mad docks Views

of Boston'

blouse relate tastefully to plaid
skirt. Here's a neat addition to
that's
your spring wardrobe
bound to be a trusty standby
for seasons to come.
Top:

Ohio.

5.95

FOR GOOD LUCK,
COME ON DOWN AND
KNOCK ON WOOD!

13.95

unity.
On March 13 Mrs. John Hayes
will speak to IRC. She is the widow of a prominent missionary
to China whose experiences un-

WOOSTER LUMBER COMPANY
OPPOSITE THE FAIRGROUNDS

THE WILLIAM AMNAT CO.

PHONE

2-80-

15

i

der the Communists have been
described in "Reader's Digest."

WOOSTER
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Fireworks Occur
Club held
regular meeting last Monday
night and debated a bill to curb
the powers of Congressional
Committees. The Hon. Ron
Chairman of the Judiciary
Committee, directed his forces
with skill and imagination. The
fireworks started when he sent
the Hon. Vic Sapio to the rostrum to present the Committee's
majority report. Rep. Sapio,
Democrat from Rhode Island,
argued that Congressional Committees sometimes abused their
powers. He reminded the members that the job of investigative committees was to gather
information, not to punish criminals. He therefore proposed
nine restrictions on the activities
of investigative committees. The
proposed bill would have bansessions, given
ned
witnesses the right of counsel,
limited statements to the press
by committee members, checked
up committee finds, kept Washington probes within the limits
of resolutions of Congress, set
up a watch dog
and given witnesses proper noRep. Sapio
tice of hearings.
based his report on a year and
a half of I.S. research as well!
as on the work of the rest of
the Committee.
The Congressional

its

Rol-le-

one-ma-

n

sub-committe-

e,

ON

Politics

Meets To Debate;

y,

class-wor-

Non-partisa- n

February 28,

Friday,

mock Presidential Nominating
Conventions held every four
years, the Young Republican
"Ike Day" Parade and the recent Young Democratic Confer(Continued from Page Two)
ence. Pertinent clippings from
have been Joe Martin, Karl various newspapers and party
Mundt, Oliver Bolton, and Char- publications are posted outside
les Potter, while John Sparkman, the Political Science Department
Albert Gore, Richard Neuberger, office. Both Democratic and Republican "Days" are planned
and Frank Church have repre- for this year.
sented the Democratic Party.
Still a fourth phase is
speakers have inThis includes speakers for
cluded Judge James Stewart,
classes
and field trips by these
Seth Taft, and Don Hayworth.
classes. Field work has been
Balancing the Books
substituted for reading assignAccording to Mr. Gordon ments in American Government
Shull, head of the Institute, no classes, with students working
attempt has been made to "bal- directly with party headquarters.
ance the books" on the parties, As well, several students have
except that a balance of major received financial assistance in
speakers is sought. Much de- carrying out IS projects.
pends upon the activities of the
According to Mr. Shull, next
clubs themselves. "Our contriwill be the last for the Inbution could be stultified," says year
stitute,
at least under the presMr. Shull, "if an attempt were
The Falk Foundamade to limit the clubs by re- ent program.is
tion grant
set up on a dequiring a balance of activities." clining scale, and
each year, the
An unusual feature this year is
of
amount
received is
money
the attempt to bring the chair- less
than
the
amount
man of the National Committee the year before. For received
example,
of both the Republican and
year,
will renext
the
Institute
Democratic parties to the camonly
f
ceive
much
as
as
pus. In the past,
it has this year. The following
have been the speakers, and no year, it will
receive nothing, unnational committee member has less
new sources of funds are
appeared.
obtained. Thus, the future of the
Under special projects are in- Institute remains very much in
cluded such programs as the doubt.
MORE

Congressional Club

VOICE

k.

Conducts

Dr. Gore

Service In V. Va.
Dr. Richard Gore conducted a
Choral Vesper Service at the St.
i n
Church
Lutheran
James

Wheeling, West Virginia, February 16. Among other famous
composers, there was music by
Bach,
Purcell,
Mozart, and
Haydn, including "The Heavens
Are Telling" from the Creation.
The day before there was a
seminar divided into sections.
Dr. Gore gave two lectures entitled "Choral and Organ Repertory" and "Choral Methods and
Techniques."
ON

MORE

Trilling
(Continued

from Page One)

1958

Trilling presents the struggle of
a man to live rather than exist.
Perhaps the best known of his
works are his two books of
critical essays. The first of these,
The Liberal Imagination, contains 16 essays written and first
published separately but linked
together by their common interest in liberalism. In the essay
Morals and the
"Manners,
Novel" Trilling says "The novel
is a perpetual quest for reality."
This defines his own novel where
his main character struggles with
the idea of death and time, innocence and guilt, responsibility, and communism and religion. "The Meaning of a Literary
Idea" shows the involvement of
literature with ideas. An idea,
the juxtaposition of two emotions, is a living thing and must
be treated thus by literature and
life. Other essays deal with the
Kinsey Report, Huckleberry Finn,
Art and Neurosis, Freud, etc.

a critical study of the' British
author E. M. Forster are among
his works. The Middle of the
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Journey is his only novel. While
portraying the conflicts faced by RADIOS & PHONOGRAPHS
liberalists and former communists in present day America,

one-hal-
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s
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& Long
2-99-

2-99-

69

16

Issues At Stake
Then Rep. Rolley sent the Hon.
Robert Calhoon, also a New England Democrat, from Massachusetts, to the floor of the Statistics
Lab to present the minority report. Rep. Calhoon humbly explained that he was going to be

a bad Democrat and say some
nasty remarks about Dr. Bernie
Schwartz in his speech. He then
attacked the activities of several
committee counsels, especially
Roy Cohn, J. B. Mathews, and
Bernie Schwartz. Calhoon then
proposed several amendments
to the bill that would curb the
powers of counsels to committees. The steam roller chugged
into action and in quick succeswere
the amendments
sion
moved, debated, and passed.

pJ

J0

Steam Roller Moves
The steam roller soon ran into
a roadblock in the form of Rep.
Kent Weeks and Rep. Ralph Morrison. Back to back these two

honorable

gentlemen

25TH-CENTUR-

11--

Forty-nint-

h
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BOX FOR STORING

WHAT
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A SEASONAL

MUSICIAN?

BILLS?

R

fHAPSSS

RICHARD

El,

BA RTOLOH

fin

Tin

enton bassett.

HOFSTRA

Summer Drummer

PRINCETON

WHAT IS A CROOKED

GAMBLING

BOAT?

SPACESHIPS? They may

wall-to-wa- ll

wide-scree-

pine-scente-

argued

Amendments Passed
At this point the steamroller
picked up speed again and the
bill, carrying is weary load of
amendments, passed by an
margin. Speaker Nader, presiding over his first formal debate
wielded the gavel with firmness
and decision as the Second Session of the
Congressional Club got its legislative
program off to a lively start.

IS A
FIVE-DOLLA-

have
n
gravity,
radar
d
and
oxygen. But one thing's
sure they'll be loaded with Luckies! After
all, what on earth (or off) tastes better than
a Lucky? So when man makes his splash
in the Big Dipper, Luckies will be a Stellar
Seller! (It's universal knowledge that you
g
can't beat fine, light,
tobacco
that's toasted to taste even better.) But
don't put off till the 25th century what
you can do today. Try Luckies right now !

against the bill's provisions to
reveal secret witnesses and allow witnesses to explain their
yes or no answers. The Hon.
Paul Reeder, Speaker Emeritus
of the Club, rose to move that all
of the bill's protection of the
rights of the accused be stricken
because witnesses were not
really accused persons. Rep.
Sapio and Rep. Calhoon argued
that Senator McCarthy often
failed to observe this distinction.
Rep. Reeder's amendment was
But
defeated.
the Morrison-Week- s
forces held strong and
succeeded in stripping the bill
of power to disclose the names
of secret witnesses.

Y
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Gyp Ship
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LIGHT UP A
(ISA. T. Co.)

IS A

MAN

WHO FIXES

TRAFFIC SIGNALS?

Pl lii

STUDENTS! MAKE $25
Do you like to shirk work?
Here's some easy money start
Stickling! We'll pay $25 for
every Stickler we print and
for hundreds more that never
get used. Sticklers are simple
d
riddles with
rhyming
answers. Both words must have
the same number of syllables.
(Don't do drawings.) Send your
Sticklers with your name, ad-

WHAT

ROGER COURTNEY.

Blinker Tinker

SACRAMENTO STATE

WHAT

IS

A

FAIR-WEATHE-

R

FRIEND?

WHAT

IS AN ARGUMENT
BETWEEN DONKEYS?

two-wor-

dress, college and class to
Box 67A,
Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Happy-Joe-Luck-

y,
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.

STATE
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Phony Crony

paul harrincton.
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Cage Careers fn
Game VVi'fh Case

Scot Cagers Aim For Third Spot In OC
Host Bishops, Riders As Season Closes

WW,

i- -

Besides Captain Don Dixon,
next year's Scot basketball team
will be without the services of
two other seniors who will be
playing their last basketball
game for Wooster next Thursday. They are Stan Totten and
vetChet Welty, both four-yea- r
erans of Mose Hole's cage

I

J

'

Totten came to Wooster after
playing ball at Northwestern
High where he was an outstanding scorer. He is a geology major whose grades are up at the
top of his class. Plans for next
year include graduate school
but as yet the school has not
been picked.
This spring will see Stan playing baseball for Coach John
Swigart for the fourth year at
third base, where he has performed well both as a hitter
and in the field. Also he has
been a member of the Scot band
for his four college years.
The game that stands out in
Stan's memory is the Denison
game of last year that the Scots
pulled out,
after five men
had been lost on fouls or injury. Games that stand out in
this writer's mind are the Ash- land game last year in which
Stan scored 25 points in the last
half to lead the Scots to victory,
and the Grove City game that

Stan Totten hit for three quick
baskets to help the Scots pull
lead and Tom Deninto a
nison added two more as the
Scots made it
after nine
minutes. Nothing could stop the
Scots now as they raced to a
lead with six minutes to
play and played on even terms
the rest of the way to take the
rewin. Thomas had 28 and
Ohio Wesleyan has a
Tom Dennison 26 to lead the
cord in the conference and
overall, exclusive of Wednesday scorers while Cecil had 15 to
night's game with Case Tech, pace the Pioneers. Totten had
1, most of them coming at the
but has shown strength late in
the year, shown by last Satur- start of the second half to push
win over Oberlin, the Scots ahead, to be the only
day's
other in double figures.
comparable to the Socts'
decision. The
series
Scots Hit Century Mark
stands at 24 wins for each
school, while Mose Hole owns
Kenyon was never in the conedge over the Bishops' test as Wooster went over the
a
coach, Bob Strimer, in their rfor the first time this
ivalry.
year, the closest before being
the
thumping of Hiram.
Finish Against Riders
Eleven players scored for the
Concluding the season next Scots as they raced to leads of
after 6:30,
after
Thursday at Severance Gym, the 22-by halftime.
Scots will meet Case Tech. The minutes, and
Riders have a season chart of
The starters returned for the
and comparative
scores
second
half start and after 7:30
would seem to favor the Scots.
the lead has been stretched from
Wooster beat Oberlin,
29 points to 40 as the score
while Case fell,
The Scots
.
stood
With both sides
beat Western Reserve,
substituting
freely
the score conand Case was downed,
tinued to rise. Joe Dennison put
Last week the Scots picked up in the fielder to make the Scots
their fifth and sixth wins in a reach the century mark with 2:50
row as they downed Marietta, to go and the scoring lagged
f
with a
barrage, after the breaking of this figure.
.
and then buried Kenyon,
Four players hit in double
These wins also gave the Scots
figures
for the Scots as they hit
10 victories in the last
games, on 45 percent
of their shots. The
the loss to Mount Union being five
starters
on 32 of 58 shots
hit
the only blemish on the record. for
55 percent. Tom Dennison
Down at Marietta the Scots had 22, Thomas 20, Joe Dennistarted slowly, finally knotting son 12, and Don Dixon 10, while
the score at
after seven Ted Moody had 18 and Jerry
minutes. But the Pioneers once Looker checked in with 14 for
again pulled away and led, 33- - the Lords.

n

4-- 1

saw the Scots fall just short after
trailing
only to lose,
with Totten contributing 20
tallies.

;

j

71-6-

0,

7,

Welty also is a product of
Northwestern High where he
teamed with Totten and Dale
for that school's
Weygandt
team. He is an economics major
who is thinking of graduate
school next year, but as yet has
made no choice.
Chet has been a pitcher for the
Scot baseball nine for four years,
including this spring season,
and has been one of the chief
hurlers for the Scot staff. He was
also in the Glee Club during his

freshman year and has found
time outside these activities to
compile a B average in his
courses.
The game Chet remembers
most is the Marietta contest of
his freshman year. That year the
Pioneers were conference
champs but the Scots almost
upset their plans, fighting them
down to the wire before dropdecision. Chet hit
ping a
for 18 points in this effort in the
middle of a fine freshman season and the start of a fine career as a Scot athlete, one in
which he piled up many a point
with his jump shots from the
top of the circle and the corner.
68-6-
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Fiffh Drops Third
For Eleventh Win
In Cage League

!

.
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last-hal-
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Third started fast, running up

leads of

15--

6

and

21-1-

but the

3

Delts fought back. Led by
of Jim McClung,
the
rhey took the lead at 22-2Phi

set-shooti-

ng

1,

at halftime, the
Delts continued to add to the

Leading
Phi

26-1-

26-2-

6

3

nip-and-tu-

6.

ck

1

51-4-

5,

51-3-

48-3-
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33-2-
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41-4-
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440-yar-

147-lbs- .;

"'.8-3-

5.

5,

400-yar-

in the 220 was within two seconds of the pool record. He
would probably have lowered
this mark if he had been pressed
by the other entries. Dirk Hutten-bach'- s
victory in the next to last
event,
breaststroke,
gave Case the minimum points
(44) to win a dual meet.
Today and tomorrow the Scot
swimmers travel to Ohio Wesleyan for the annual Ohio Conference Swimming Champion-- !
ships. This year's version of the
Championships is greatly ex-panded with many new events,
Qualifying heats will be held for
all events necessary and the
fastest six entries will fight it
out in the finals. Kenyon won
last year with a record number
of points and should repeat the
victory again this year.
200-yar-

1

Dan-nenfels-

130-lb-

Scots In Last Meet

Case Institute of Technology,
lead and won going away. Art
boasting
one of the newest and
folHoff led the scoring with 13
lowed by George Kandle with best swimming pools in Ohio,
splashed through its waters on
for First.
Third beat Eighth,
and Saturday, February 22, to deIn
Second,
before falling in feat the Scot finmen,
front of Fifth. Hank Hopper had this final dual meet of the sea16 and Wiley 13 against Eighth, son for Wooster, Case's opening
medley rewho were led by George Hover entry in the
lay
a
pool
set
new
record or
with 15. Paul Haynes with 10
and Miller with 9 were high 4:28.7. Joe Basehore of Wooster
against Second while Larry Bak- was the only individual double
winner, taking firsts in the
er had 17 for the losers.
and the
freestyle
Seventh Wins Two
races. Basehore's winning time
Third place Seventh won two
games to climb past Second
as they downed Eighth,
.
Bill Jacob-soand Fourth,
had 19 in the former game
as Hover had 10 for Eighth.
Then Tom Clark had 34, Jacob-soi
26, and Dave Shaw 22
against Fourth, with Dick
leading the losers with
n

28-2-

Over

Rough-Sho- d

but
were deadlocked at
then went ahead at halftime,
The second half was
all the way with Fifth
leading except for a minute
when Third had the advantage, 13.
Andy Shinoski at
CayOther games saw Second beat
But Fiffh went ahead on
ley pinned Dave McDowell in
Eighth,
Baker getting 16
fielder at
Thomas'
Dave
.
the
class; Heald pinned ind were never to be headed.
and Hover 25; Sixth beating SecRoger Sherman at 77-- bs.; and
Chuck Finn with 19
ond,
McClung Leads Fifth
Chris Day took the verdict from
and Ken Haines 10; and Eighth
Don Blanchard,
.
Sixth,
in the
with
The game ended with the defeating
match.
but Bart Whitaker Dave Martin having 17 and Finn
score
The Scots traveled to Allewas fouled at the final gun and and Gene Bay each accounting
gheny and went down to a
made his two chances. McClung for 10. Fourth lost two games by
defeat. After five events the led the winners with 12 points forfeit to First and Second.
STANDINGS
Scots led,
but the Gators followed by Bob Whitaker with
W
Wiley
Tom
and
swept the final three matches to 10. Ron Miller
Fifth
11
0
win. Wishnok won handily,
led all scoring as they kept Third Third
2
8
in the
.
8
Seventh
4
r in ihe game all the way and
match, Bud
5
6
.
wound up with 16 and 15, re- Second
in the
won,
Eighth
7
4
cla ss, and Cayley defeated his spectively.
8
First
4
157-lFifth won its other game of Sixth
to pick
opponent,
2
7
up points for the Scots.
Fourth
the week, beating First,
8,

L

irt

157-lb-

--

1

1

1--

35-3-

1

167-lb-

6,

9--

3,

53-3-

46-4-

21--

8,

5

9

8,

L

9--

6--
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0,

Ruff-ne-

130-lb-

147-lb-

1,

5--

1
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Case Mermen Ride

Pictured above are members of the Scot wrestling team. Kneeling (left to right): Wayne Bloxsom, Dave Mattox, Ray Lord,
Steve Heald, Christ Day, Ken Woodruff. Standing (left to
right), Coach Phil Shipe, Bud Ruffner, Bob Evans, Frank
Goodfellow, Pete Wishnok, Bill Cayley, Bob Mantel.

17-1Kenyon
had led after five events, 16-2- ,
but Wooster picked up 10 easy
points in the 167 and 177-lb- .
classes when the Lords had no
wrestlers in those classes. That
made it 17-1- 2
and Heald needed
a pin to win for the Scots and
that's just what he did. Bob
Mantel picked up the other two
Fifth just about wrapped up
points when he drew in the 123- lb. match.
the Kenarden League championHiram proved to be a strong ship on Tuesday night as they
48-4opponent of the Scots and took defeated Third in a thriller,
Phi
a
Delts
This gives the
a 24-decision at Hiram. Cay- 11-Third
drops
and
of
record
ley drew in the 157-lb- .
class!
The two teams meet once
with Carl Oney,
and Heald to
for the Rabbis to have
but
,
more
10-2177-lb.
won his
for
match,
a chance, either Sixth or Seventh
the only Wooster points garnermust upset Fifth.
ed in the match.

Grapplers Top Muskies
In a match of almost all pins,
the Scots took the measure of
Muskingum,
There were
seven falls in the light matches
and Wooster won four of them,
besides gaining the decision in
the other match. Pete Wishnok
.
pinned Max Thomas in the
match; Bud Ryffner pinned

1

3

2

8

11-1-

Heald's pin in the heavyweight match gave the Scots a

2,

37-1-

61-3-

the conference matches

2--

9

7

1

class

5

k

106-63-

-"

next week.

win over Kenyon,

8

67-6- 1

all-tim-

89-6-

that they will do

have shown
well

the

.

89-6-

80-40-

a a

&

9

1

61-5-

3-- 3

With two matches remaining
before the Conference meet at
Granville,
the Scot wrestlers
exhave posted a record of
cluding the Hiram return match
yesterday in the gym. Next Tuesday the team will travel to Akron
to try to avenge an earlier 19-1- 1
loss on the Severance mats. Bill
Cayley in the 157-lb- .
class and
177-lb-

V

72-4-
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Q
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59-4- 4

1

66-4-

Matmen Take Two,

48-4- 1

1

4-1-
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Stan Totten and Chet Welty

6,

7

4

--

;

39-3-

7-- 3

(0 (c

70-4-

26 with three minutes to go in
the half. Then Dan Thomas, Tom
Dennison, and Rog Ramseyer hit
for five buckets to vault the Scots
halftime edge.
to a

Tomorrow night the Scots continue their late season drive to
reach third place in the Ohio
Conference as they take on the
Ohio Wesleyan Bishops at Sevincluding
Not
erance Gym.
Thursday night's game at Heidelberg the Scots have a
record in the conference and 13-overall. The Scots have competition for the third position
from Mount Union and Oberlin,
while Akron and Wittenberg
meet tomorrow night in Akron
for the title.
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Pictured above are the members of the Scot swimming team.
Front row (left to right): Coach Johnny Swigart, Ron Rolley,
Dave Jordan, Joe Basehore, Bob Watson. Second row (left
to right): Wayne Myers, Jan van der Valk, Art Turrell, Dick
Hawk. Third row (left to right): Dan Kropf, Frank Kenworthy,
John Doerr, Bill Reinhardt, Jim Donald.
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MORE

ON

ON

MORE

Ail-St-

honesty which often accompanies the rule.
If conclusions are to be drawn
from this report, we cannot help
but feel that they are these:
1. Interest in the required
church rule is not so great that
opponents of the rule will even
turn in answers to a questionnaire placed in their hands. Only
3 percent of the students turned
in answers, while the percentage
of the student body opposed to
percent.
the present rule was
is
never
2. While an issue
dead so long as one person
continues honestly to strive for
what he considers a more just
answer to a situation, the committee cannot help but feel that
further polling or Senate action
of any nature at this time would
be totally unjustified in light of
the evidence gained in the last
1

1

1

endangered?

I,
personally, would suggest
study of the following:

more effective ways
of sampling public opinion;
ways aimed at getting at least
some kind of response from a
larger number.
2. Report what we are doing
to all interested parties, i.e. the
1. Find

Trustees.

Endeavor to keep the question "alive" as an exercise in
good citizenship if nothing else.
3.

MORE

study by any other body, including the Synod, and such attempts on the part of the Student
Senate to bring compulsory
church to the attention of such
a body as Synod or its committees be eliminated at this time.
Respectfully submitted,
Lee Dawley.
David N. Roth
Paul A. Hanke, Chm.

Bouquet

a

great success. The girls will be

players so the game
should be a good one. This will
give the men a long desired
chance to see girls' basketball,
and the girls will have a chance
to see how the game "should
be played." The game starts at
7:30 and the Sox Hop will follow immediately. That's in the
gym, March 7. And don't forget
that the proceeds go to support
top-flig-

ht

Wooster-ln-lndia-

this

WOOSTER
THEATRE
MATINEES
FRIDAY

"HUNCHBACK OF
NOTRE DAAdE"
SUN.

(Musical)

WED.

ed" by the mermaids of

Dinners, Snacks or Bruncheons!
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BOX.
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Phone 3 - 7015

Wayns County National Bank

Across from the Post Office

llf

PRODUCTS

Public Square Office

THE

PRESENTS

I DAIRY

FARM DAIRIES

Office

ll

CREAM

WOOSTER

Wooster's Largest Exclusive
Store for Men and Boys

Week or Month

T

--

TRAVELER"

It's perfect for Luncheons,

Woos-

PRODUCTIONS

iy

SAT.

really some joint;

Is

The basketball
is
closing, let me say the stu- really humming tournament
along.
Last
dent owes a hearty thanks to Monday the following
games
the faculty for their services in were played:
Ekos;
Peanuts,
chaperoning our endless barrage of parties. It might even be
nice to talk to them when they
put forth the effort to attend.
Lastly, think we owe ourselves
a real examination of what we
are accomplishing with our social program here at Wooster.

PUBLIC

4

FRI.

Our Store at the Point

"newspaper" to be "print-

CITY BOOK STORE

58i

THUR.

"MISSOURI

from Page Three)

STATIONERY
ART SUPPLIES
GREETING CARDS
DRAFTING ITEMS
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

'

MON.
TUES.
Clint Walker in

.

e

l

SATURDAY

In

By

U

DAILY AT 2 P.M.

2.

TYPEWRITER RENTALS

SVFER-WINSrO-

1958

"JAMBOREE"

ter. The show will be given four
for your convenience,
when you are singing), or even times 19-2March
window shopping down town.
(Continued

February 28,

"FORT DOBBS"

swimming is coming up soon.
Start making plans now to read

ON

I

Members of the Senate Committee on Compulsory Church

ar

Imps, Hotshots; Sharpshooters,
Westminster, and Pyramids,
Keys. Four more games were
played on Wednesday night:
Keys, Hotshots; Westminster, Pyramids; Imps, Trumps; and Peanuts, Sharpshooters. This coming
week's schedule is a full one
with eight games. Monday night
the following teams will play:
Ekos, Sharpshooters; Pyramids,
Trumps; and Sphinx, Westminster. Wednesday, these teams
will play: Ekos, Westminster,
Sharpshooters,
Imps;
Sphinx,
Hotshots; and Pyramids,

The Shark's Review, which
will be a revue of synchronized

Social Situation

we honestly feel

Further,

that the lack of interest indicated
by the poll does not warrant

Next Friday in the gym the
is sponsoring a women's
basketball game, followed by a Sox Hop. Admission
will be charged and all the proceeds will go to the Wooster-ln-Indifund. The game is something new on the campus of
Wooster and it should be a
All-St-

Your actions relative to the
of course, depend on how you
answer questions like the above.

David

Match

ar

WRA

dishonesty?
"Christian liberty?"

poll.
3.

from Page Two)

(Continued

from Page Two)

Friday,

WRA Sponsors

Majority Report
(Continued
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